
                     Reading Homework            Week 22 

  
  

 

____     Monday Homework 

Say the words and discuss definitions. 

amused something that made you smile or 
laugh 

cooperate work together  

describe tell about in words 

entertained something that pleased or 
interested you for enjoyment 

imagination the ability to make up ideas and 
form pictures in your mind 

interact how things act on and affect each 
other 

patient to calmly wait for something 

peaceful calm and quiet 

____     Tuesday Homework 

Match the word to the correct definition. 

_____ audience a. directions 

_____ decorate b. shake from cold 
      or fear  

_____ instructions c. make something  
                                      pretty  

_____ pretended d. group of people  

_____ shiver e. to imagine or  
     make believe  

____     Wednesday Homework 
Write the correct word on the line. 

 

You have to  _____________________ when you 

work in groups. 

I like to go to sleep when my house is ___________. 

I  ________________ my family with my silly jokes. 

The circus  _______________________ my family. 

I like to use my __________________ when I play 

with my action figures. 

My teacher is__________________  with me when 

she teaches me new things. 

Can you  ___________________ your house to me? 

You have to learn to __________ with your friends. 

  

____     Thursday Homework 
Write a sentence for each word. Sentences 

must have 8 words and correct punctuation 

and capitalization. 

peaceful 

___________________________

___________________________ 

imagination 

___________________________

___________________________ 

cooperate 

___________________________

___________________________ 

amused  cooperate entertained describe 
imagination interact  patient  peaceful 
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When I grow up I want to fly in space. I have my plan all worked out.   17 

First I will go to college and then I am going to learn how to fly planes. I    35 

will fly very fast planes that can go faster than the speed of sound.  When    50  

I can fly planes very well, I will learn how to fly space ships.     64 

 I will get to wear a silvery space suit and live inside a space ship. I     80  

will be inside the space ship when we blast into space.  When I am up in   96  

space, I will watch the sun and moon come up every day. I will be so close   113 

to the stars that I can count them.  Maybe I will see other space ships      128 

and wave as they go by. I will float around whenever I want. It  will be   144 

just like flying.             147 

 I will get to put on my space suit and walk in space. When I look    163  

down I will see the green and blue earth far below. I might even be able to   180  

see where  I live. I will be on TV to describe what I see. The whole world   197 

will be watching and listening to me.         204 

 When we get to the moon, I will walk all across the surface.  It will be   220 

dusty and crunchy. I will pick up samples of moon rocks to bring back. I   235 

want to drive all over the moon in a little moon buggy. I will plant the flag     252 

on the moon. I might even see some little green aliens running around. I    266 

can’t wait to fly in space!           272  

 

 

 

 

 

Monday:  ______Total Correct Words Read: ___ & # of Errors: ___ 
  Parent’s Initials 

Tuesday:  ______Total Correct Words Read: ___ & # of Errors: ___ 
   Parent’s Initials 

Wednesday: ______Total Correct Words Read: ___ & # of Errors: ___ 
       Parent’s Initials 

Thursday:  ______Total Correct Words Read: ___ & # of Errors: ___ 
     Parent’s Initials 

 

 

 

Directions:   

Time your child for one minute.   Mark any words they miss with a slash (/).  Mark 

the last word they read with a bracket (]).  Write the total correct words read and 

the numbers of errors. 


